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ABOUT US
Our Mission Is To Be Inventive

KTS Technical (Pty) Ltd is a South
African registered company that offers
mechanical engineering using
computerized manufacturing machines
known as CNC for all sectors like
Automobile, Aviation, Medical, Metals &
Mining, Oil & Gas, Pharmaceutical
Industry, Rail and Renewable Energy.
Also, we provide training to postgraduate
students in their quest to achieve
practical and professional experience.

Although we are a global engineering
company, we mainly service the South
African and Africa markets. We have
been providing safe and professional
services since 2015. We are a 100%
black-owned company (founded by Farai
Kushata) and our head office is located
in Jet Park, City of Ekurhuleni, Gauteng,
South Africa.

We offer all types of mechanical
engineering options. Local and foreign
services are available. Fast turnaround
and emergency mechanical engineering,
maintenance and repair services are
available. 

We have been providing reliable and
cost-effective mechanical engineering
services to hundreds of companies
across South Africa and on a global
platform. We offer a long-term
partnership, with a clear customer-
focused approach. That is how we inspire
the trust of our partners and clients.

Lastly, we have integrated innovation
and prevailing techniques to develop the
well-favoured hydraulics technology that
is widely utilized in various industrial
development sectors, including heavy
engineering. We believe the cornerstone
of our rapidly growing revenue is our
business perspective which embodies our
client-centric attitude. We optimise our
resources and knowledge to bring forth
the most innovative designs that
generate high power levels with the most
advanced hydraulic technique. Further,
owing to our efficient business models
and matchless range of machinery we are
expanding our reach in the industry by
the delivery quality that adds further
value to our client's business.
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OUR MISSION IS TO BE
INVENTIVE
Powering tomorrow, today

OUR VISION
To be the leading provider of non-
conventional and disruptive mechanical
engineering to the global industries
through technological transformations.

OUR MISSION 
To deliver world-class mechanical
engineering services. We provide
dependable customer service using a
team that produces integrity and
excellence. We are building a strong
growth-oriented organization by utilizing
our strength and opportunities and
create stakeholders’ welfare. We are
creating chains of trust by providing
reliable and innovative solutions.

VALUES

Integrity: We make the right decision,
we follow the just path, and we lead as
you would like to be led. 

Accountability: In terms of our ethics
and governance, we equate ourselves
with answerability, blameworthiness,
and liability.

Knowledge:Our core business is creating
technical transformation by practising,
consulting, teaching and learning.

Commitment:We pledge to give our
time and energy to something you
believe in. 
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MANUFACTURING
We have the capacity to manufacture
Hydraulic Cylinders having
manufactured Regulating Cylinders for
Mayibuye iAfrika and Afrinov. We are
proudly positioned to tackle Hydraulic
Cylinder problems both in repairs and
new ones.

MAINTENANCE
KTS technical (Pty) Ltd is an agency for
Tiefanbach Germany that manufacture a
wide range of automation instruments
for among other things Continuous
Mining and Linear Sensors.

TRAINING
We offer practical-based training
services to Artisans in the field of CNC
Programming, Setups and Operations.
We also train Safe Working Practices.

REFURBISHMENT & RESTORATION
KTS is a leading expert in the refurbishment and restoration of industrial equipment,
specialising in pumps such as Warman Slurry, Weir pumps, and APE pumps. Their
meticulous approach ensures optimal performance and extended lifespan. Additionally,
KTS excels in restoring hydraulic cylinders with a focus on environmentally designed
solutions tailored for regions worldwide, including Africa, Europe, Asia, and America.
Clients benefit from KTS's commitment to precision, reliability, and cost-effective
solutions across a diverse range of industrial components.

https://tiefenbach-wasserhydraulik.eu/en/company/
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SOME OF OUR
PREVIOUS
CLIENTS
Powering tomorrow, today

PROUDLY SERVING
Tenova
Ndalama Armature Winding
N&C Maintenance
Waive Engineering
Liongate Engineering
Mjansthi Engineering and
Consultancy
Mayibuye-i-africa (Pty) Ltd
Tunnel Engineering



KTS Technical is a mechanical
engineering company with the
expertise to manage the
complexity of an engineering
process from start to finish,
which has a positive impact not
only on clients but on society and
contributes to its development.
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SOME COMPLETED
PROJECTS
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